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Abstract: This research is conducted to develop a heuristics based algorithmto find a satisfying 

solution to job shop scheduling problem with paralel machine. Heuristics is widely used in opti-

mization problems because its efficiency and simplicity. Viral Systems is a heuristics that imi-

tates virus life cycle to find a good solution to a certain problem. We develop five interrelated-

Viral Systems-based algorithms to solve the scheduling problem. Mean tardiness is used to 

measure the goodness of a schedule. These five algorithms are implemented to 2 hypothetical 

cases.There are several parameters tested in each case.  The results show that there is only one 

parameter which gives significant effect to the first case solution but none for the second case. 

These algorithms are also compared to other heuristics, which are Genetic Algorithm with 

Multistep Crossover and Artificial Immune System. The results show that Viral Systems has the 

lowest performance among them. One possible weakness of this method is ineffective mutation 

method used. 
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Introduction 

 
Scheduling can be explained as an activity of 

allocating a number of jobs to a number of available 

resources in a specific order. The result of this acti-

vity is information about when to start doing the job 

and when the job should be completed. There are 

many kinds of scheduling activities in industry. One 

of them is job shop scheduling with parallel machine. 

Typically, job shop scheduling problem consists of 

several jobs with different process orders and also 

different machines/resources used. The number of 

machines available could be more than one unit so 

that we have to consider the process predecessor of a 

certain job and the other jobs as well. Scheduling is 

really important in industry. This activity is influen-

tial for organization productivity. A good schedule 

will increase efficiency of doing jobs and it will give 

more profit to the organization directly. In the past, 

scheduling is done in order to minimize production 

duration and maximize resource utilization. How-

ever, it has different goals now, punctuality in ful-

filling customer orders are one of critical factor to 

satisfy customer (Kolahan and Kayvanfar[5]).  

 

There are many methods that have been developed 

to prevent tardiness of fulfilling orders. Heuristics is 

one of them. According to Reeves [7], heuristics is a 

technique that seeks a good solution at a reasonable 

computational cost without a guarantee either  it is 

an optimal or feasible solution and how close the 

solution to the optimal one. Based on that definition, 

we know that heuristics is able to give a good solu-

tion efficiently so that it is widely used to solve com-

plex problems. A good solution is not necessarily an 

optimal one but it can satisfy the decision maker. 

Sometimes, this matter is claimed to be the weak-

ness of heuristics. Optimization methods could be 

used to give an optimal solution but it is not efficient 

enough to be used in complex problems. In this 

paper, we consider a new heuristics called Viral Sys-

tems. This method is quite new so there have been 

just a few researches about its application by now. 

Success in the first implementation of this method 

(Cortés et al.[2]) encourages the writer to adopt it to 

another problem which is scheduling activity. In this 

paper, we implement viral systems model to solve job 

shop scheduling with identical parallel machine pro-

blem. We use mean tardiness as a criteria to mea-

sure how good the solution is so that the objective 

function of this problem is to minimize mean tardi-

ness of the schedule. Not only an application of viral 

systems in scheduling problem, we also want to 

know whether there are significant effects of para-

meters to the solution produced. 

 

There are some other heuristic algorithms that have 

been developed to solve scheduling problem. There 

are Genetic Algorithm with Multisteps Crossover, 

Artificial Immune System Algorithm, Artificial Neu-

ral Network, and Particle Swarm Optimization. In 

order to give more insight about how heuristics 

works, we make some comparisons among several 

algorithms. We compare Genetic Algorithm with 

Multistep Crossover (Librata[6]), Artificial Immune 

Systems (Gandajaya[3]), and Viral Systems in sol-

ving a certain scheduling case. 
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Literature Review 
 

Job Shop 
 

Job shop is a characteristic of machine environment. 

In this case there is more than one process that has 

to be done in one job. Each job has different process 

route. This is one of several differences between job 

shop and flow shop production system. In flow shop 

environment, all jobs have the same process orders 

so that they will be the same as machines orders. Job 

shop problem can be classified into two categories 

based on the kinds of machines used in the process. 

There are pure job shop and general job shop. In a 

pure job shop, each process in a certain job has its 

own machine/resource. It means that one machine 

can be use only once by each job. It is different from 

general job shop where there is a possibility for a 

certain job to use a certain machine more than once. 

Baker [1] uses triplet notation (i,j,k) to describe state 

of a job in the job shop environment where letter ‘i’ is 

for job-i, ‘j’ is for the jth operation/process of the ith job, 

and ‘k’ is for the machine used for jth operation of ith 

job.  
 

It is usual to use matrix in describing information 

about processing time and machine used for a cer-

tain process of a job. There are two kinds of matrix 

which are usually used. There are operation time 

matrix and routing matrix. Operation time matrix 

gives information about how long a certain process 

takes to be done and routing matrix show which 

machine is used for each process of a certain job. In 

job shop scheduling, there are many alternatives of 

schedule produced. According to Baker [1], all those 

schedules can be classified into 5 categories as 

follows: 

1. Feasible schedule: every schedule which doesn’t 

violate resource and precedence constraints of the 

job. 

2. Semi-active schedule: a group of feasible sche-

dules without any possibilities of doing local left 

shift process in the condition of maintaining other 

processes orders. 

3. Active schedul: a group of feasible schedules 

without any possibilities of doing global left shift 

without delaying other processes. 

4. Non-delay schedule: a group of feasible schedules 

where there is no machines idle when there is an 

operation waiting for the machine. 

5. Optimal schedule: a schedule which has the best 

performance 

 

Viral Systems 
 

Viral systems is a heuristic method which imitates 

virus life cycle in organism. Generally, there are 

three steps to follow when we wants to adopt this 

model into a problem(Cortés et al.[2]): 

1. Initialization process 

In this step, we decides which kind of infection 

used, initial solutions for next step iteration, and 

how to measure quality of a solution.  

2. Steady state 

In this second step, the iteration is running. 

There are interactions among organism and 

viruses in term of finding a good solution. Cells in 

organism will produce antibody againts viruses, 

but there are cells that don’t produce antibody  so 

that they will be infected by viruses and finally 

will either collapse or mutate.  

3. Ending 

This step is the final step of finding a good 

solution. There are two possible conditions of this 

step, which are succeed in finding the solution or 

otherwise. The first condition is analogous to 

death of organism while the second one is isola-

tion of viruses in organism. 

 

There are three components which get involved in 

viral systems. They are virus, organism, and inter-

action between them. Each component has their own 

attributes. Attributes of virus consist of state, input, 

output, and process. State shows us which cell in 

organism which is infected by the virus. Input shows 

the information got from the organism. The infor-

mation could be neighbouring cells for a certain cell 

infected. Output shows a certain kind of virus 

replication which is done in infection state. Process 

shows virus behaviour which is able to change the 

state.  

 

The second component is organism. This component 

consist of two attributes, which are state and process. 

State describes an organism in its initial condition. 

This condition could be known from clinical picture of 

the organism. Clinical picture is a group of cells 

infected which describe health of an organism. 

Process shows activity of an organism which produce 

antibody againts viruses. Each cell in clinical picture 

has probability of producing antibody so that they 

are immune to viruses and excluded from clinical 

picture. 
 

The third component is interaction. Virus and orga-

nism will give a response to each other. Virus will 

infect a cell and the cell will probably respond by 

producing antibody. There are two possible virus life 

cycle in organism, which are lytic replication and 

lysogenic replication. Lytic replication is done by 

generating a number of new viruses. These viruses 

will infect other cells massively or selectively. Lyso-

genic replication is done by mutating a certain cell. 

Virus DNA will join DNA of a certain cell. This 

mutated cell will replace the original cell in the 

clinical picture.    
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Methods 
 

In order to develop algorithms for scheduling pro-
blem, there are five steps that have been done. There 
are determination of performance indicator of a 
solution, determination of coding concept for the solu-
tion, determination of infection process type, deve-
lopment of algorithms and application of algorithms.  
 
Performance Indicator 
 
Performance indicator which is used to evaluate the 
goodness of solutions is mean tardiness. Tardiness is 
defined as a positive lateness of a job. Mean tardi-
ness is calculated from all jobs’ tardiness. According 
to this indicator, due date of a job will be a relevant 
input to this problem. The objective function is to 
minimize mean tardiness of the jobs. 
 
Coding Concept  
 
Coding conceptwhich is used in this research is 
called operation based representation (Gen and 
Cheng [4]). A job will be represented by a certain 

number. For instance, we have 3 jobs which have to 
be completed, using operation based representation 
we will use three different numbers for the jobs, 

number 1 for the first job, number 2 for the second 
job, and number 3 for the third job. There may be 
more than one appearance for a certain number in 
an operation based code. It depends on how many 

operations a certain job has.  Figure 1 shows an 
example of operation based code for three jobs.  
 
According to Figure 1, we know that each job has two 

operations to be completed. The priority of operations 
scheduling follows the order of the code. The first 
operations to be scheduled will be the first operation 
of job 3. The second one is the first operation of job 1. 

The third one is the first operation of job 2, and so on.  

 
Infection Process Type 
 

There are two kinds of virus life cycle; they are lytic 
and lysogenic replication. Lytic replication is done by 
producing new viruses so that when the infected cell 
collapses, the viruses will come out and infect other 

cells (neighbouring cells). There are two infection 
processes, which are massive and selective infection. 
Selective infection is done by infecting the unhealthi-
est cell (i.e. the best neighbouring solution). In order 

to know the quality of the cell (solution), we have to 
interpret this cell first. This infection process will 
result only one new solution with additional inter-

pretation step in infection process.  

 

Massive infection is a process that will result several 

infected cells. It will give us more options to explore 

or exploit. This way of infection is expected to give 

higher probability and higher speed in finding the  

3 1 2 2 3 1
 

Figure 1.Example of Solution Code 

 

best solution. It doesn’t need to interpret the cell first 

so that it can save several steps in the algorithm. 

This developed algorithm will use massive infection 

to find other alternative solutions.  

 

Development of Algorithms 

 

There are five algorithms which are developed for 

the problem. Figure 2 shows the whole algorithms 

developed and their connections. There are 5 kinds of 

inputs which is needed to find a solution. There are 

routing matrix, operation time matrix, due date of a 

job, number of machines, and viral systems para-

meter. Routing matrix shows an order of machines 

which will be used to complete all operations of a job. 

Operation time matrix shows the duration for com-

pleting an operation of a certain jobs. Due date of a 

job is used to calculate its tardiness. Number of 

machine is a relevant input because we are dealing 

with paralel machine scheduling. In this problem, 

there may be more than one unit of machine used. 

The last input is categorized into viral systems para-

meter value. This parameter value is expected to in-

fluence the quality of solutions.  

 

There are nine parameters in viral system as below. 

1. POB = clinical picture capacity 

2. pi = infection probability  

3. pr = replication probability 

4. plt = lytic replication probability 

5. plg = lysogenic replication probability which is 1 - 

plt 

6. pan = the probability of producing antibody 

7. LNR0 = limit of initial lytic replication 

8. LIT0 = limit of initial lysogenic replication 

9. Nmax/ITER = maximum number of iteration cycle 
 

Input for panshould meet the lower bound of its value so that 

we have to calculate this parameter’s lower bound first.   
 

In the development of algorithms, we use several 

variables as follow. 

1. n = number of jobs 

2. mi = number of operations of the ith job.  

3. N = iteration number 

4. LNRcell-x = maximum replication number of virus 

for the xth cell 

5. LITcell-x = maximum lysogenic iteration number 

for the xth cell 

6. Initial NR = initial virus replication number of a 

cell (lytic) 

7. Final NR = final virus replication number of a cell 

8. Initial IT = initial iteration number of a cell 

(lysogenic) 
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Start

Input :

- Routing Matrix

- Operation Time Matrix

- Jobs’ Due Date

- Number of Machines

- Parameter value

Calculate lower bound 

of pan

Set pan value

Initial Solution Development 

(Algorithm A)

 N = 1

Genom interpretation(Algorithm C)

Iteration Algorithm 

(Algorithm B)

N = Nmax ? N = N + 1

Yes

Delete all solutions 

in set S

Finish

Is the best mean 

tardiness in set S 

≤ mean tardiness in set 

K ?

Update the best 

solution

Show final 

solution

Yes

No

Is clinical picture 

empty ?

Yes

No No

Figure 2. Flow diagram of iteration procedure 

 

9. Final IT = final iteration number of a cell 

10. Rkl= availability time of the lth machine-k to be 

assigned. 

11. R* = the smallest availability time of a machine. 

12. l* = machine-k with the smallest availability time 

13. Cij = completion time of the jth operation of job-i. 

14. tij = processing time of the jth operation of job-i 

15. O = order of genes in a genom 

16. {S} = a set of new solutions 

17. {K} =a set of best solutions 

 

Each algorithm which is developed in this research 

can be explained as follows. 

 

1. Initial solution development (Algorithm A) 

Inital solution is generated randomly as many as 

clinical picture capacity. As mentioned before, we 

use operation based representation code for the 

solution. The randomized code is the job code. If 

there are three jobs, there will be number 1 until 

3 to be randomized. The emergence of each num-

ber is limited by the number of processes of each 

job. It is determined that there must not be 

duplications for initial solutions. A series of code 

is called a genom. Each code in a genom is called 

a gene. It can be noticed from the example in 

Figure 1. The complete algorithm A can be shown 

as follows. 

1. Set x = 1 

2. Set O = 1. 

3. Encode the problem  

3.1 Generate a random numberU[0,1].  

3.2 Multiply the random number and n 

3.3 Roundup the result 

3.4 Check the emergence number of the round 

up value. If the emergence number of a 

certain value (representing job-i) ≤ mi , 

then place that value in the Oth order of 

the genom. Otherwise, back to step 3.1. 

3.5  Check the number of O. If O = 
n

m
ii=1
 then 

continue to the fourth step, otherwise do 

another step 3 and set O = O + 1.  

4.  Check the genom 

If the genom has been available in clinical 

picture, then delete it, otherwise put the ge-

nom in clinical picture.  

5. Check the value of x.Ifx = POB then stop the 

algorithm, otherwise set x = x +1 and go back 

to the second step. 

6.  Setthe best mean tardiness for initial iteration 

(iteration) equals to a very big number ( ) . 

2. Iteration algorithm (Algorithm B) 

This algorithm is started by comparing mean 

tardiness of each solution in clinical picture with 

the best value which has been obtained. If we 

have got a solution with zero mean tardiness, 

then the iteration will be stopped because there is 

no tardy jobs any more. Otherwise, we first record 

a better solution we’ve got into set K and continue 

the iteration. Solutions which are recorded in 

clinical picture will be deleted by the probability 
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of antibody (pan). A random number will be 

generated for each cell in clinical picture. If the 

random number is less than pan, then the cell will 

be excluded from clinical picture because it is 

assumed that the cell produces an antibody so 

that it can not be infected by viruses. This cell will 

leave an empty space in clinical picture. A second 

random number is generated for each remaining 

cell. This number will be compared with proba-

bility of lytic replication (plt). If the random 

number is less than plt, then the virus in that cell 

will have lytic replication. NR is an indicator of 

lytic replication in each cell. Every virus which 

has lytic replication in certain cell will increase 

the value of NR of that cell based on replication 

probability (pr). NR will increase until it reach the 

maximum number of replication (LNR) and the 

cell will collapse and will be excluded from clinical 

picture. A number of viruses in the cell will infect 

neighbouring cell using algorithm D.  

 

Lysogenic replication happens if the second 

random number generated is more than plt. 

Indicator for this replication is IT. Every cell has 

this indicator. The value of IT will increase by 1 

point until it reaches the maximum number of 

lysogenic replication (LIT). When  IT reaches LIT, 

cell will mutate using algorithm E and it will 

replace the original cell in clinical picture. New 

cells generated from algorithm D and E should be 

ensured not a duplication of other solutions. The 

number of new solutions will also be ensured no 

more than the capacity of clinical picture. It will 

be done by deleting the solution candidates 

randomly. The remaining new solution will be 

translated using algorithm C. These solutions 

will be included to clinical picture. If empty 

spaces in clinical picture are not enough to hold 

these new solutions, then the previous solutions 

in clinical picture will be deleted started from the 

worst solution until there are enough spaces for 

the new solutions. The complete steps of 

algorithm B can be shown as follows.  

1. Determine the best solution in the iteration-N. 

If the bestmean tardiness ofclinical picture-N ≤ 

the previous mean tardiness, thenupdate the 

best solution in set K. Otherwise, move to step 

3. If there are more than one the best 

alternative solutions, choose the last 

alternative. 

2. Checkthe best solution that we’ve got. If mean 

tardiness of this solution> 0, then move to step 

3. Otherwise set N = Nmax so that the iteration 

will stop.  

3. Determine the cells in clinical picture which 

have antibody.  

3.1 Generate a random number of U[0,1] for 

each cell in clinical picture.  

3.2 If the random number≤ pan , then delete 

the cell 

Do these steps for all cells in clinical picture. 

4. Determine virus replication type for each cell 

4.1 Generate a random number of U[0,1] for 

cell-x in clinical picture.  

4.2 If the random number ≤ plt ,then the virus 

in that cell will have lytic replication, 

otherwise move to step 4.3.  

4.2.1 Generate a random number of 

U[0,1] 

4.2.2 Calculate LNRcell-x  

4.2.3 Calculate probability of replicating z 

number of viruses according to LNR 

of the cell with procedures below.  

4.2.3.1 Calculate the probability of 

replicating 0 viruses [P(Z=0)] until 

LNRcell-xnumber of viruses [P(Z= 

LNRcell-x). 

4.2.3.2 Sum up those probabilities, 

starting from P(Z=0) to P(Z=z) untill 

we get for the first time the sum up 

value which is greater than or equal 

to the random number in 4.2.1.  

4.2.4 Check the NR initial number of 

the cell 

4.2.5 Add up z viruses from 4.2.3.2.to 

the initial NR so that it becomes a 

final NR number for the cell.  

4.2.6 Check the final NR number 

If final NR≥ LNRcell-x , 

thenfindneighbouring solutions 

using algorithm D and deletecell-x 

from clinical picture, otherwise 

update the NR value of the cell in 

clinical picture.  

4.3 Virus in the cell has lysogenic replication.  

4.3.1 Set final IT = initial IT + 1; 

4.3.2 Calculate LITcell-x  

4.3.3 Check final IT value 

  If final IT ≥ LITcell-x, then do the 

mutation process using algorithn E 

and delete cell-x from clinical pic-

ture, otherwise update the number 

of IT.  

Do step 4 for all cells in clinical picture 

5. Check the duplication among members of set 

S. Delete a member of set S which is the same 

as another member until there is no dupli-

cations in set S.  

6. Compare each member of set S with solutions 

in clinical picture after replication process. If 

there is a same solution, then delete the solu-

tion from set S.  

7. Check the number of solution in set S. 

If the number of new solutions ≤ POB then 

move to step 9, otherwise generate a random 

number of U[0,1] for each solution in set S. 
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Order the solution by its random number, 

delete x number of solutions with smallest 

random number until there are only POB 

number of remaining solutions.  

8. Translate all new solutions in set S using 

algorithm C. 

9. Check the number of empty gaps in clinical 

picture. If the number of empty gaps ≥ the 

number of new solutions, then put the all new 

solutions into clinical picture with NR and IT 

value equals to 0.Otherwise, delete several 

cells in clinical picture starting from the worst 

solution until there are enough spaces for the 

new solutions and then put all the new 

solutions into clinical picture.  

3. Genom interpretation (Algorithm C) 

Genom is a code of solution. To decide how good 

the solution is, we have to translate the genom 

into the objective function value. Genom will be 

translated from the first gene. Each code/gene 

and its occurence shows a certain operation/pro-

cess in a certain job. The assignment of that 

process will consider which machine is used and 

processing time of the process which are available 

in routing and operation matrix. This assignment 

will consider the completion time of certain ope-

ration and availability of the machine. If the avai-

lability time of a machine is less than completion 

time of predecessor operations, then the operation 

will be assigned when the predecessor has been 

completed, otherwise the operation will be assign-

ed when the machine is available.  

 
The assignment of  parallel machine will consider  
the machine load level. A machine with shortest 
completion time will be selected. If there are 
machines with the same completion time, then 
the first one will be selected. After completing the 
assignment, then the completion time of each job 
will be compared to its due date. Tardiness will 
happen if the completion time of a job is greater 
than its due date. Mean tardiness will be calcu-
lated by adding up all jobs’ tardiness and dividing 
it by number of jobs. Here we get the objective 
function value of all alternative solutions. The 
steps of algorithm C can be shown as below. 

1. Use the triplet notation concept (ijk) for the 

assignment process.  

2. Set Rkl = 0. 

3. Set Cij = 0. 

4. Set j = 0. 

5. Set O = 1. 

6. Do the jobin the Oth gene of the genom. 

7. Set i = value of the Oth gene. 

8. Check the last j value for job-i. Set j = j+1 for 

job-i. 

9. Check the machine which will be used for the 

jth operation of job-i from routing matrix. Set k 

= the machine number which will be used.  

10. Set R* = min {Rkl}  

11. Set l* = machine-k which has R*. If there are 

more than one machines with R*set l*=1. 

12. Check tijvalue.  

13. Check Ci(j-1) value 

If Ci(j-1) ≤ R*thenput the jth operation of job-i 

into the l*th machine-k at  t = R*.  Set Rkl* = 

Cij= R* + tij. Otherwise, put it into the l*th 

machine-k at t = Ci(j-1). Set Rkl* = Cij= Ci(j-1) + tij 

14. Check the O value. If O = Σmi thencontinue to 

step 15. Otherwise, set O=O+1, and go back to 

step 6.  

15. Calculate tardiness of each job.  

16. Calculate mean tardiness  

4. Neighbouring solution development (Algorithm D) 

Viruses which come from a collapse cell will infect 

neighbouring cells. Neighbouring cells are gene-

rated by changing a pair of adjacent code (gene) 

from a certain genom so that in a genom with n 

number of gens, we can get at most n-1 number of 

neighbouring solutions/cells. These new cells will 

be infected by viruses with probability of pi. A 

random number will be generated for each new 

cell, if this random number is less than pi then 

the cell will be infected, otherwise the cell will be 

deleted. After these processes then we will 

generate second random numbers for the remain-

ing neighbouring cells. If this number is less than 

pan then the cell will be deleted. After this second 

step, the remaining cells will be the candidate of 

solutions and saved temporarily in a set of 

solutions (set S). According to Figure 1, two of six 

possible alternative solutions for that genom are 

as follows. 

 

The first alternative solution is generated by 

changing the position of the first and the second 

gen, while the second one by changing the second 

and the third gen. The complete algorithm D can 

be show as follows.  

1. Set O = 1. 

2. Changethe Oth gene withthe(O+1)th gene  

3. Generate the first random number of U[0,1] 

4. If the random number ≤ pi , thenkeep the 

genom and continue to step 5. Otherwise, 

delete the genom and then move to step 8.  

5. Generate a second random number of  U[0,1]. 

6. If the second random number ≤ pan , then 

delete the genom and then move to step 8. 

Otherwise, go to step 7.  

7. Keep the genom as a new solution in set S. 
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1 3 2 2 3 1
 

 
Figure 3.1stAlternative of Neighbouring Solution 

 

3 2 1 2 3 1
 

 
Figure 4.2nd Alternative of Neighbouring Solution 

 

31 22 3 1
 

 
Figure 5. Mutated Genom 

 

8. Set O = O+1.  

9. Check the O value. If O = 
1

n

i

i

m  thenstop the 

D algorithm. Otherwise, go back to step 2.  
5. Mutation algorithm (Algorithm E) 

Every cell with IT greater than LIT will mutate. 

Genom of a cell will mutate by changing a pair of 

gene randomly. This way of mutation is called 

reciprocal exchange mutation (Gen and Cheng 

[4]). The mutated genom will be saved in set S. 

Figure 5 shows an example of mutated genom . 

This code is generated by changing the position of 

the first and the fourth gene of genom in Figure 1.  
 

The complete steps of algorithm D can be shown as 
follows.  
1. Determine a pair of gene that will be changed 

1.1. Generate the first random number U[0,1].  

1.2. Multiply the random number with
1

n

i

i

m  

1.3. Roundup the value 
1.4. Generate a second random number U[0,1].  

1.5. Multiply the random number with
1

n

i

i

m . 

1.6. Roundup the value 
1.7. Check the second roundup value. If it has 

the same value with the first one then go 
back to step 1.4. until it results a different 
value. 

2. Change the two genes in the genom according to 

the gene order numbers resulted from the first 
step.  

3. Put the mutated genom in set S.  

 

Application of Algorithms 
 

This step is started by developing a program. The 

developed algorithms will be translated into pro-

gramming language so that we have a program that  

 

 

Table 1. Parameter values 

 Case 

Parameter 1 2 

pi 0.3 0.7 0.7 

plt 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 

pr 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 

LIT0 3 10 3 

LNR0 5 15 5 

can be used to test several scheduling cases. After we 

get a verified program, we develop a hypotetical case 

to use. Actually, there are two casesused. The first 

one consists of 10 jobs, 88 operations, and 7 kinds of 

machine with 2 units each. The second one consists 

of 30 jobs, 300 operations, and 10 machines with 2 

units each. The second case is cited from 

Gandajaya[3]. 

 

These two cases are used in order to observe how 

significant the influence of parameter values to the 

solution. There are 5 parameters which will be tested 

using the first case. They are pi, pr, plt, LNR
0
, and LIT

0
, 

while there are only two parameters for the second case which 

are plt and pr.Not only identifying the significance of 

parameter values, we also compare the solution from 

viral systems to two other heuristics algorithms 

which are Genetic Algorithm with Multisteps Cross-

over (GA-MSX) [5] and Artificial Immune System 

(AIS) [6] in order to measure how good this viral 

systems algorithms among two others. This compa-

ration is done using the solution from the second 

case.  

 

Results and Discussion 
 

As mentioned above, there are two application pro-

cesses which will be done. The first one is signifi-

cance testing and the second one is performance com-

paration. These two processes are explained as 

below. 

 

Significance Testing 

There are two cases for significance test. Each case 

has its own parameter values to test. Table 1 shows 

parameter values which will be used. The value of 

ITER and POB are set to be 100 for both cases. 

 

Using full factorial experimental design, we have 25 
combination of parameter values that have to be 
tested for the first case. We run the program ten 
times for each combination of parameter value. 
Finally, we have 320 data that can be used for this 
significance test. The summary of significance test 
result using analysis of variance concept can be 
shown as follow.  
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1st case result 
Source              DF    AdjSSAdj MS    P 

LIT0                 1    0.0428  0.0428  0.819 

LNR0                 1    0.2258  0.2258  0.599 

Source              DF    AdjSSAdj MS    P 

plt                  1    0.0070  0.0070  0.926 

pr                   1    5.3820  5.3820  0.011 

pi                   1    0.5363  0.5363  0.418 

LIT0*LNR0            1    0.0428  0.0428  0.819 

LIT0*plt             1    1.1163  1.1163  0.243 

LIT0*pr              1    2.4675  2.4675  0.083 

LIT0*pi              10.2475  0.2475  0.582 

LNR0*plt             1    2.6463  2.6463  0.073 

LNR0*pr              1    0.1665  0.1665  0.651 

LNR0*pi              1    0.1163  0.1163  0.706 

plt*pr               1    1.9375  1.9375  0.124 

plt*pi               1    0.0003  0.0003  0.985 

pr*pi                1    0.2588  0.2588  0.573 

LIT0*LNR0*plt        1    0.5040  0.5040  0.432 

LIT0*LNR0*pr         1    0.1015  0.1015  0.724 

LIT0*LNR0*pi         1    0.5200  0.5200  0.425 

LIT0*plt*pr          1    0.1088  0.1088  0.715 

LIT0*plt*pi          1    0.5528  0.5528  0.411 

LIT0*pr*pi           1    0.0475  0.0475  0.809 

LNR0*plt*pr          1    0.2153  0.2153  0.608 

LNR0*plt*pi          1    0.1950  0.1950  0.625 

LNR0*pr*pi           1    2.1288  2.1288  0.107 

plt*pr*pi            1    0.0750  0.0750  0.762 

LIT0*LNR0*plt*pr     1    2.1615  2.1615  0.104 

LIT0*LNR0*plt*pi     1    0.8715  0.8715  0.302 

LIT0*LNR0*pr*pi      1    0.4575  0.4575  0.454 

LIT0*plt*pr*pi       1    1.4445  1.4445  0.184 

LNR0*plt*pr*pi       1    0.8508  0.8508  0.308 

LIT0*LNR0*plt*pr*pi  1    0.0878  0.0878  0.743 

Error              288  234.5930  0.8146 

Total              319 

 

2nd case result 
Source       DF       SS       MS     F      P 

pi            1    6.981  6.98060  1.49  0.230 

plt           1    6.061  6.06062  1.30  0.262 

Interaction   1    1.180  1.17992  0.25  0.618 

Error        36  168.221  4.67281 

Total       39 182.442 

The significance of parameter can be determined 
based on p-value of the test. P-value is stored in co-
lumn ‘P’ in the result summary. Using 5% significan-
ce level, we conclude that only pr that gives signifi-
cant impact to solutions of the first scheduling pro-
blem. This result is justified with main effect plot in 
Figure 6. The steepest graph is shown by pr. Further, 
we can estimate the level of prwhich give a better re-
sult in minimizing mean tardiness. According to 
Figure 6, value of pr equal to 0.7 gives better result. It 
gives lower mean tardiness than 0.3 level. It is logi-
cally acceptable because the bigger value of pr is, the 
faster each cell will collapse and explore other solu-
tions in the solution space. It will collapse faster 
because there will be a higher probability to replicate 
the virus and reach the maximum level of lytic repli-
cation.    
 

Move to the second case, we have 4 combination 
parameter values to test. The same as the first case, 
we run the program ten times for each combination, 
so that we get 40 data for significance test. Using full 
factorial ANOVA we get the result as follow. 

From the 2nd case result, we can conclude that there 
are no significant effects from both parameters 
tested. 
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Figure 6. Main effect plots of mean tardiness 

 
Performance Comparation 
 
In this research, we also compare the performance of 
viral systems to Genetic Algorithms with Multisteps 
Crossover and Artificial Immune System in term of 
mean tardiness. We use the solution from the second 
case for this comparation process. Table 2 shows the 
data that we have from all three algorithms.  

 
Using t-test with 5% significant level, we conclude 
that viral systems has the lowest performance 
(highest mean tardiness) among two others. This low 
perfomance may be because ineffective mutation me-
thod used. This mutation is considered to have a 
small exploration capability, while we know that mu-
tation should be able to explore further solution 
space than exploitation process which is done by 
neighbouring solution development algorithm. This 
weakness is estimated to be worse when we are 
dealing with a very big problem which consists of 
hundreds of jobs and operations.We can predict it 
from the changes made by these two solution search-
ing methods, especially the mutation method. This 
method may give no significant change of a solution/ 
genom so that the iteration process to get a new 
better solution is very slow for the second problem. 
 

Conclusion 
 

After completing all development and implementa-

tion steps, we can conclude that these new heuristics 

model can be implemented to scheduling problem. 

Heuristics method which is developed inthis paper 

may look complex while we know that it should be 

simpler than other methods such as optimization 

mathematics. We can say that it remains simple 

than optimization methods in term of mathematical 

logic. In optimization method, we have to develop se-

veral formulas such as mean tardiness calculation 

formula, constraints for machine assignment, etc., 

which obviously need more sophisticated thinking 

than algorithms in heuristics.That’s why it is more 

preferable to use heuristics while solving a complex 

problem. 
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Table 2. Mean tardiness of three algorithms 

 Algorithm 

Replication GA-MSX AIS Viral 

1 100.70 39.43 124.03 

2 99.17 38.73 121.37 

3 95.37 40.9 124.63 

4 100.37 38.93 120.3 

5 109.57 39.9 122.37 

6     119.2 

7     125.87 

8     121.8 

9     120.3 

10     120.17 

 

The development of  algorithms should also consider 

the effectiveness of methods used (such as the exploi-

tation and exploration method of solution space), 

because it will affect quality of the solutions.  

 

Improvement of mutation method and robust heu-

ristic method could be several next issues for deve-

loping this research. A more effective mutation 

method could support the whole algorithms topro-

duce better solutions. Another issue relates to robust 

heuristic method. Robustness relates to howsensitive 

the method will respond to changes of parameter 

values. The response means changes of solutions 

quality produced. The less sensitive the response is, 

the more robust the method will be 
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